In future Ultra-High By-Pass Ratio turboengines, the turbomachinery noise (fan and turbine stages mainly) is expected to increase significantly. A review of analytical models and numerical methods to yield both tonal and broadband contributions of such noise sources is presented. The former rely on hybrid methods coupling gust response over very thin flat plates of finite chord length, either isolated or in cascade, and acoustic analogies in free-field and in a duct. The latter yields tonal noise with unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (u-RANS) simulations, and broadband noise with Large Eddy Simulations (LES). The analytical models are shown to provide good and fast first sound estimates at pre-design stages, and to easily separate the different noise sources. The u-RANS simulations are now able to give accurate estimates of tonal noise of the most complex asymmetric, heterogeneous fan-Outlet Guiding Vane (OGV) configurations. Wall-modeled LES on rescaled stage configurations have now been achieved on all components: a low-pressure compressor stage, a transonic high-pressure turbine stage and a fan-OGV configuration with good overall sound power level predictions for the latter. In this case, hybrid Lattice-Boltzmann/very large-eddy simulations also appear to be an excellent alternative to yield both contributions accurately at once.
Introduction
Significant reductions of aircraft noise have been achieved in the past decades, mostly by reducing jet noise. Yet, the continuously growing air traffic demands further improvements. One of the near-term solution is the Ultra-High By-pass-Ratio engine (UHBR), in which the fan diameter is further increased at the price of a relatively shorter nacelle to reduce both weight and drag. Consequently, the noise from the fan is expected to become the main noise source of future aircrafts at least in the forward arc, and at almost all flight conditions [1] . Another foreseen evolution in turbofan technology is the reduction of the number of stages in the turbine. Having more highly loaded turbine rows yields more intense tonal and broadband turbine noise, often shifted to more annoying frequency bands with less stage filtering and lining efficiency [2] . This has led to what Nesbitt calls the "turbine noise storm" in modern Low Pressure Turbines [3] . The reduction of the turbine masking combined with a more unstable lean combustion also leads to an increase of combustion noise that is expected to compete even more with jet noise at low frequencies. In summary, future evolution of turboengines will change the balance of noise sources and make the noise from rotating parts more dominant at the three certification points (approach, side-line and cutback).
A typical engine spectrum of a current high by-pass ratio engine is sketched in Figure 1 . It consists of both tonal and broadband components, contributions of which come from all rotating machines, mostly the fan (yellow) and the turbine (orange), the combustion chamber (sand) and the jet (pink). In the future UHBR architectures, the first three noise sources are expected to rise and the last one to decrease. The tones mostly come from periodic interactions in the turbomachinery stages or from inlet and outlet perturbations, whereas the broadband hump is a sum of the combustion and jet noise at low frequencies, and the turbomachinery parts at mid and high frequencies. How to model and simulate the former contribution is the object of the next section. How to model and simulate the latter comes next. For both contributions, fast analytical and semi-analytical methods are considered first, and the various simulations strategies with increasing complexity are then described. To limit the scope of the present study only illustrative cases are then shown for each type of noise source. Finally, some conclusions and perspectives are drawn to summarize the current state-of-the-art and the possible next steps. This study is an extended version of the paper first presented at the CMFF'18 conference [4] . 
Turbomachinery Tonal Noise
As mentioned in Section 1, tonal noise arises from periodic interactions in the engine stages. These noise sources are illustrated for the fan in Figure 2 . The tonal mechanisms are highlighted in green. To yield analytical models for such a fan tonal noise some simplifications are required that are described next. The proper numerical simulations obtained by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are then described followed by comparisons of the two methods and state-of-the-art applications. 
Analytical Models
Even though empirical models exist [5, 6] , we will focus here on physically based models only. They mostly resort to some form of an acoustic analogy that provides an integral form for the far-field acoustic pressure. In free-field, the most commonly used acoustic analogy is the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings's analogy (FWH) that deals with solid bodies in motion in a quiet and uniform reference medium [7] . Such a theory was soon applied to rotating machinery [8] . For turbomachinery applications that do not involve impulsive excitations such as the Blade-Vortex Interaction (BVI) of helicopters, the frequency domain formulation is better suited as it does not require solving for a retarted time implicit equation [9] . Yet such a rotating dipole formulation does not account for the presence of the duct, which induces a reorganisation of the acoustic field because of the reflections on the walls. Goldstein has proposed an extension of the FWH analogy by replacing the free-field Green's function with the Green's function in an infinite cylinder in the presence of an axial uniform flow [10] . This can be further generalized by considering the Green's function in an infinite annular duct [11] . Note that the assumption of a constant axial flow does not hold in the interstage region, which is bound to play a more important role in UHBR with shorter nacelles. This is why such an analogy was further extended in the presence of swirl by Posson and Peake in the case of a homentropic flow [12] , and more recently by Mathews and Peake for a more general isentropic flow with a lined duct [13] . Yet, the last two extensions involve a more complex sixth order wave equation that can only be solved numerically.
If only subsonic flows are considered, the dominant term in the above acoustic analogies is the dipolar integral that only depends on the unsteady loading on rigid walls. To provide a full analytical model, the remaining step is then to obtain the pressure jump on the blade. The latter is radially split in segments (strip theory), on which the blade section is assumed to be a very thin flat plate with the local mean stagger angle. A constant relative velocity at zero angle of attack is also taken on each strip. Depending on the solidity of the machine [14] , an isolated airfoil response or a cascade response is searched. For both, the pressure jump is computed from the linearized Euler equation recast into a wave equation with two boundary conditions imposed in two half planes. This can be solved either using the Schwarzchild's technique [15] or the Wiener-Hopf method [16] . Note that depending on the noise mechanism the appropriate variable to be solved for is either the upwash velocity or equivalently the velocity potential for impinging mechanisms or the pressure for trailing-edge mechanisms that involve the Kutta condition. In both cases, the excitation is decomposed into harmonic gusts by time and spatial Fourier transforms. In the case of wake-interaction, the mean wake deficit yields the upwash velocity gusts, and the resulting tonal cascade model has been described in detail by de Laborderie and Moreau [17] . A recent extension to account for camber effects has also been proposed (see results below) [18] . An alternative model that only considers propagation in free field (no duct modes) but with Glegg's three dimensional rectilinear cascade response is Hanson's model as implemented in the TFANS code for instance [19] .
The application of the very thin flat-plate models to turbine blades is however doubtful as this engine component involves blades made of highly cambered and thick airfoils. Even though current research based on the Wiener Hopf method is on-going to account for these geometrical features, it is still limited to small variations [20] . A possible alternative is to approach the problem differently by a mode matching technique [21] . Bouley et al. first demonstrated the feasibility for both noise propagation (impinging acoustic wave) and generation (impinging vorticity wave) in a rectilinear cascade of flat plates. The first results of noise propagation have recently been obtained in a bifurcated waveguide [14] , and successfully compared with numerical high-order results by Hixon [22] .
Numerical Methods
For tonal noise that comes from the determistic and periodic interaction of turbomachinery rows, detailed simulation of the three-dimensional turbulent flow is not necessary. Instead the unsteady compressible Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (u-RANS) equations can be solved for the mass, momentum and energy conservations of the flow, as implemented in the Turb'flow code developed at Ecole Centrale de Lyon [23] or ANSYS-CFX. The turbulence model to close the RANS equations is either the k-ω SST model developed by Menter [24] or Kok's model [25] . In either case, the production of the turbulence kinetic energy k is limited at the leading edge to reflect the local turbulence anisotropy at the stagnation point.
Performing u-RANS of turbomachinery stages requires careful treatment of the rotor/stator interfaces inherent to multiple reference frames. With both codes, a conservative sliding-mesh is used. Initial solutions are obtained with steady mixing-plane solutions. For some configurations, to account for pitch differences between the rotor blades and the stator vanes, the rescaling method of the stator vanes (similarity on the stator profile to match the rotor pitch while keeping solidity constant) has been used along with classical periodic boundary conditions [26] . The numerical schemes employed for all Turb'flow simulations are a second-order centered spatial scheme corrected to take into account the mesh size ratio for the conservative variables and a first-order upwind scheme for the turbulent variables. The time marching is achieved with an explicit second-order Runge-Kutta scheme using five steps. Similar strategy has been used with CFX using the available highest accurate second-order schemes.
More advanced methods such as the chorochronic method [27] or the time-inclined method [28] (now available in CFX for instance) could be used instead. Harmonic balance techniques are also alternative fast methods to yield unsteady loading [29] . Finally some additional unsteady hybrid Lattice-Boltzmann (LB)/Very Large-Eddy Simulation (VLES) simulations have been achieved with the low-dispersion, low-dissipation Powerflow code from Dassault Systems [30, 31] .
Results
Most of the fan noise in current turboengines comes from the fan wake interaction with the downstream Outlet Guide Vanes (OGV) [32] . This noise mechanism is also present in all rotating parts of the engine including both turbine and compressor noise. Such a flow interaction is for instance shown in Figure 3a in the simulation of the actual CME2 research low-pressure compressor (three rotor blades and four stator vanes) [33] . With a simpler configuration involving the stator only in Figure 3b , de Laborderie could also study several technological effects on tonal noise, such as viscosity, thickness and camber [34] . The first two were found to be negligible whereas the third needed to be accounted for and a modification of the analytical model based on flat plates was then proposed [18] . A comparison between the above analytical model and the u-RANS results is shown in Figure 4 for both the blade response (the noise source) and the sound power level radiated upstream at the first blade passing frequency (BPF). Comparable results have also been found at the first two harmonics of the BPF with the correct modal decomposition [34] . Similar results were found for differents flow regimes and stator configurations for the NASA-ANCF rotor-stator configuration at all BPF with a maximum discrepancy of 5-10 dB on higher-order modes [17] . Figure 5 provides an example of comparison of the downstream acoustic mode sound power, Π n,j , for azimuthal mode n and radial mode j, of the reference ANCF configuration with 14 stator vanes and a rotor-stator distance of half a rotor chord length. The corresponding upstream acoustic mode sound power can be found in Sanjose et al. [35] . The numerical results are obtained with the LB-VLES method as implemented in Powerflow (PF). Two analytical results are also shown: a first one, termed "Optibrui-χ", assumes a flat plate cascade oriented with the stagger angle χ only; a second one, termed "Optibrui-χ + σ", considers a flat plate cascade oriented with the stagger angle χ and a combination of leading-edge and trailing-edge camber angles σ. In all cases, the modal content is again well predicted for both BPFs. Good overall agreement on the sound levels is found for all azimuthal modes and the first radial mode, with improved analytical results when accounting for the stagger angle only. Larger discrepancies are found in the analytical prediction for higher radial modes. Similar results are also found for higher BPFs. Further comparisons were also achieved on several stator configurations with the LB-VLES method that also showed excellent comparisons with measurements for both tonal and broadband noise [35] . Moreover, several weak heterogeneous stator configurations were also computed and compared with analytical models including wake interaction, potential interaction and inlet distortion [36] . The corresponding instantaneous flow field at midspan for the sixteen stator vane configuration (V = 16) is shown in Figure 6 . For this particular configuration, besides the usual wake-interaction noise mechanism (Figure 6a ), a Parker β mode resonance was also evidenced for the first time numerically, yielding a spurious strong radiating harmonics 38 as seen in the rotor reference frame in Figure 6b [37] . Sanjose et al. attributed this resonance to a non-linear interaction between the rotor wake and the stator potential effect. The upstream and downstream acoustic modal powers were then computed both numerically and analytically for the possible noise mechanisms in the homogeneous and heterogeneous stage respectively, as shown in Figure 7 . Good agreement was found between both predictions and the analytical results could easily decipher the dominant noise mechanisms at stake. The wake-interaction was easily shown to be still the dominant noise mechanism in both configurations (Figure 7a ,b). Additional contribution was coming from the inlet distortion, and the potential effect from the thicker stators was negligible for the considered rotor-stator distances ( Figure 7b ). With the advent of short nacelles, strong inflow distortion and vastly heterogeneous OGV yield additional noise sources. Indeed the nacelle is no longer long enough to minimize the flow distortion induced by side-winds or sucked vortices, and the downstream bifurcations and struts that hold the nacelle are now included in the vane row that is no longer equispaced, with variable stagger angle to minimize the downstream distortion of the flow. Holewa et al. studied the effect of the bifurcations on fan noise [38] . Winkler et al. considered the effect of an inlet distortion on short engine inlets [39] . But only recently Daroukh et al. considered all the effects together by computing the 360 • of a typical UHBR turbofan including a short nacelle, a strong OGV heterogeneity and the IGV of the primary engine stream, both at approach [11] and cutback conditions [40] . The flow field at approach for the axisymmetric air inlet is shown by the Q-criterion (second invariant of the velocity gradient) colored by vorticity in Figure 8 . They showed that adding an inlet distortion and some strong OGV heterogeneity could lead to significantly increased noise levels on the BPFs as shown by the estimated upstream acoustic penalty in Figure 9 . Both wake-interaction and distortion noise mechanisms are modified as the rotor wakes and loading are distorted by the strong downstream distortion, and the inlet distortion is an additional noise source. At cutback, the same effects were observed, but in addition, the shocks on the blades were shown to move along the chord and to change in amplitude during the rotation of the fan. The contribution of the self-noise that is described by the rotor-locked mode is also enhanced. Future simulations could also focus on off-design phenomena such as rotating instabilities [41] or rotating stall [42] . For instance Crevel et al. already simulated one-eighth of the full CREATE 3.5-stage research compressor installed at Ecole Centrale de Lyon including the upstream settling chamber and the downstream collector [43] . The simulations could then cover the near-surge regime, the rotating stall inception and finally the full surge cycle. Figure 10 shows for instance the two rotating stall cells that appear in the third stage of the compressor. Eventhough the instabiliy frequencies were shifted compared to the experiment, most of the surge phenomenology could be reproduced by the u-RANS simulation. For instance acoustic modes of the complete installation were excited and detected in the numerical pressure field. Additional far-field acoustic predictions could be added in the future. 
Turbomachinery Broadband Noise
As mentioned in Section 1, broadband noise arises from different random fluctuating mechanisms in the engine, starting from the turbulence ingestion at the inlet all the way to the jet plume including the unsteady turbulent flame in the combustion chamber and the turbulent boundary layers and wakes for all rotating stages. The latter noise sources are illustrated for the fan in Figure 2 . The broadband mechanisms are highlighted in blue. To yield analytical models for such a fan broadband noise some simplifications are required that are described next.
Analytical Model
As for tonal noise we will not consider empirical models [5, 6] . Instead we resort to physically based models only, using some form of an acoustic analogy. As the broadband noise mechanisms are random, a statistical treatment of the far field acoustic pressure is needed and power spectral densities must be defined. In free-field, the starting point can again be the frequency-domain expression of a rotating dipole. Blandeau et al. have for instance obtained analytical models for both trailing-edge (TEN) and turbulence-interaction (TIN) noise sources, for low-solidity contra-rotating open rotors [44] . Such models rely on isolated airfoils blade response. For subsonic regimes an even simpler model has been proposed originally for helicopter rotors [45, 46] . It considers that each blade strip is locally in translation at the mean relative velocity, and the resulting spectrum is calculated by averaging over all possible angular locations of the blade segment and weighting by the Doppler ratio. Airfoil responses, as originally derived by Amiet [47, 48] and extended by Roger and Moreau [15, 49, 50] to account for back-scattering effects and subcritical gusts, can then be applied for both leading and trailing-edge noise mechanisms. Such a model has been intensively used and validated for low-speed fans by Moreau and co-workers [51, 52] . Sinayoko et al. showed that such a model behaves correctly and provide similar results as the exact model based on Bessel functions up to transsonic speeds [53] . Another model that relies on the free-space Green's function but that considers Glegg's three-dimensional rectilinear cascade blade response [16] is again Hanson's model, which has been implemented in the BFANS code for instance [54] .
As mentionned above, for a turboengine, the duct has a major effect on the sound field. Therefore, several analytical methods have rather used the Green's function for an infinite duct in the presence of a uniform flow. In the case of low-solidity machines, the isolated airfoil responses can again be used in the acoustic analogy [55] . Otherwise, as for tonal noise, a cascade response must be used instead. Ventres et al. used the two-dimensional cascade response to a vortical gust proposed by Smith [56, 57] , and the consequent broadband TIN model (2-D unsteady blade response coupled with a 3-D duct acoustic field) was successfully applied to the NASA-SDT turbofan test-cases by Nallasamy and Envia [58] (RSI code). More recently, Posson et al. have extented Glegg's rectilinear cascade model using the Wiener-Hopf method [59] , and proposed a complete three-dimensionsal broadband TIN model (3-D unsteady blade response coupled with a 3-D duct acoustic field) for fan-OGV interaction [60] . Note that a correction to the 3-D rectilinear cascade model and hence of the unsteady blade loading, which mostly consists in introducing a corrected radial wavenumber to account for the actual annular dispersion relationship, has been proposed to remove some of the artificial resonance induced by the original model [60] . The complete model was again validated on the NASA-SDT turbofan test-cases [61] . More recently Masson et al. [62] have extended such a model by accounting for swirl using the generalized Green's function proposed by Posson and Peake [12] .
Illustrative results for all these models are shown in Figure 11 for the upstream SWL acoustic power of the NASA-SDT reference case with 22 rotor blades and 54 stator vanes, at approach. Here, the RANS inputs from the AIAA fan broadband noise benchmark have been used. Figure 11a first looks at the effect of the blade response on the SWL. A first check for the proper implementation of the models has been to correctly reproduce Nallasamy and Envia's results (purple line) with Ventres 2-D cascade response and a Gaussian spectrum for the upwash velocity. The latter has then been replaced by a more realistic Liepmann spectrum fitted on the SDT hot-wire measurements, which yields a significantly lower SWL at all frequencies (blue line). The proper excitation velocity spectrum is therefore crucial to a proper noise broadband noise prediction. This was already verified by Posson et al. with axisymmetric turbulence spectra [61] . The same Liepmann spectrum has then been used with both Hanson's (red line) and Posson's models (green line). The experimental levels are nicely recovered by both models stressing the key role of the 3-D cascade response. Posson's model slighly overpredicts at mid frequencies, but providing better SWL slopes at both low and high frequencies. Therefore both the blade response and the upwash velocity spectrum (the TIN excitation) are important for a reliable analytical prediction of fan broadband noise. It can also be shown that subcritical gusts are also important at low frequencies and should be accounted for [61] , as was previously found on airfoils [63] . Figure 11b then shows the effect of swirl on the SWL with Masson's extended model. The same Liepmann spectrum is used in both cases. A significant improvement (3-5 dB) is found by accounting for the swirl in the interstage. Finally, note that the differences between the results by Posson et al. [61] and the present ones are the flow inputs that come from two different RANS simulations of the SDT configuration at approach. This is actually consistent with the sensitivity to RANS inputs reported by Grace using an enhanced version of the RSI code [64] .
Some of the issues related to these models are the unphysical resonances induced by the rectilinear cascade response, the uncorrelated blade response from strip to strip, and the lack of radial mode scattering imposed by the strip theory [65] . As mentioned above, Posson proposed a modification of the blade response that partially damp the resonances [60] . Yet, as shown in Figure 11 , some peaks still remain, which can be off-set by properly selecting the frequencies at which the duct models are applied as done by Grace for instance [64] . An alternative approach for modeling both sound generation and propagation in a blade row is the mode-matching technique in a bifurcated waveguide. A preliminary encouraging result for broadband TIN on a low-speed fan stage has been shown recently by François et al. [66] . An excellent comparison with experiment is obtained, similar to a much more expensive Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation by Shur et al. at a fraction of the cost [67] . Similarly a unique model for trailing-edge noise model with cascade effects has been proposed [68] . 
Numerical Methods
To yield reliable broadband noise predictions, turbulent eddies must be resolved and properly convected up to a certain scale which will depend on the Reynolds number of the flow. To avoid solving all scales down to the Kolmogorov scale by direct numerical simulation which is still out-of-reach for practical aeronautical applications, the three-dimensional turbulent flow in a typical turbomachinery is therefore solved by a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) that describes the spatially filtered unsteady compressible mass, momentum and energy conservations (Navier-Stokes equations). Two LES codes are used here: Turb' flow (see above), and AVBP jointly developed by Cerfacs and IFPen [69] . The subgrid-scale (SGS) closure for the former is the shear-improved Smagorinsky model [70] . Most AVBP simulations rely on the WALE SGS model [71] particularly suited for wall-bounded flows. The standard Smagorinsky SGS model [72] was only used by Wang et al. in a preliminary study of the MT1 High-Pressure turbine described below [73] . The impact of the selected SGS model was then estimated on the same configuration by Papadogiannis et al. [74] .
Performing LES of turbomachinery stages requires an even more careful treatment of the rotor/stator interactions as it should not only be able to convect small eddies through the interface without dissipation and dispersion, but also to be computationally efficient. To this end, the Multi Instances Solvers Coupled via Overlapping Grids (MISCOG) overset grid method has been selected with AVBP instead of the above sliding interface [75] . Two instances of the reactive LES solver AVBP are coupled through the OpenPALM coupling software. The first instance computes the flow field across the first row, while the second one handles the second one. High-order interpolation have also been implemented to preserve the solver scheme accuracy [76] .
The numerical scheme employed for all AVBP simulations is the Two-step Taylor Galerkin (TTG) finite-element schemes [77] with explicit temporal integration, which are third-or fourth-order in time and space. These schemes are used in conjunction with Hermitian interpolation for the data exchange at the overlap zone, ensuring low dissipation and low dispersion of the rotor/stator interactions, while preserving the global order of accuracy of the employed numerical scheme. Initial flow solutions and grid studies were obtained with the Lax-Wendroff (LW) finite volume scheme [78] with second-order accuracy in time and space [73, 75, 79] . For the boundary conditions on the computational domain, Navier-Stokes Characterisitic Boundary Conditions (NSCBC) are crucially used to prevent any reflection that may corrupt the acoustic field [80] . Additional sponges layers can be further used to damp strong wakes for instance. Moreover, extensions of the NSCBC dedicated to turbomachinery applications have also been developed and applied [81] . It should be stressed here that the NSCBC naturally satisfy the radial equilibrium downstream of the stage. Future developments should address the periodic boundary conditions that allow considering only a fraction of the full turbomachine, but without any artificial periodicity of turbulence at the interface, as was recently proposed by Mouret et al. to replace the traditional Fourier series decomposition (FSD) with a compression method that does not make any assumptions on the spectrum of the flow [82] .
Results
The first step has been again to tackle the LES of the CME2 low-speed compressor (Figure 12 ), which involves lower Reynolds number and shorter blade spans (reduced grid size). The geometry was further simplified and rescaled to account for the interaction of one rotor blade with one stator vane as explained in Section 2.2, and both the hub junction and tip gap were neglected to discard secondary flow effects [83] . The corresponding flow field obtained with Turb'flow is shown in Figure 12a by iso-contours of the Q-criterion colored by vorticity. Noticeably for this low-pressure compressor, the transition to turbulence occurs at mid-chord (contrarily to the above u-RANS results in Figure 3a) for both rotor blades and stator vanes, yielding thinner wakes than all u-RANS results. Similar results were confirmed on the full compressor configuration without any rescaling, including hub junction and tip clearance with AVBP by Wang et al. [84] . The latter showed also excellent agreement with the parallel velocity measurements by laser Doppler anemometry in all blade rows confirming the actual thinner wakes and indirectly the delayed transition on each blade row [85] . The corresponding acoustic field is represented by iso-contours of the dilatation field in Figure 12b . A strong dipolar source is seen at the stator vane leading edge, and a weaker high-frequency source is also coming from the rotor trailing edge. Strong noise radiation is seen to propagate upstream. These initial LES results also stressed the crucial role of the spanwise coherence length in broadband noise [83] . The second more challenging case has been the MT1 research High-Pressure turbine. The actual geometry has been again rescaled to only have one stator vane and two rotor blades to only have a 12 • sector. A specific grid study has been achieved on on this configuration with the LW scheme and four levels of grid refinements summarized in Table 1 . The CPU times in h/rev are only indicative and correspond to simulations on the Mammoth cluster MP2 at Université de Sherbrooke. The dimensionless distance to the wall y + on M4 is close to 1 everywhere and can be seen as the wall-resolved case. Wall functions are used for the other wall-modeled LES. Figure 13 shows the corresponding instantaneous Schlieren plots at midspan: it stresses the complex flow features in the passage with the multiple shocks and acoustic waves interacting with both blade rows. Noticeably a strong interaction exists between the shock at the stator trailing edge and the rotor blade at the selected instant. Some significant vortex shedding is also seen from both rows. Little differences were observed in the flow features between the last two grid levels and very similar flow topology was even obtained on M2 with the high-order TTG schemes and the Hermitian interpolation. Two illustrative comparisons with experiment [86] are shown in Figure 14 . Figure 14a shows the mean isentropic Mach number (or mean wall-pressure) distribution at various heights on the stator blades. The observed chordwise and radial variations are properly reproduced by the finest LES, which actually improves previous RANS or u-RANS predictions on the suction side near the trailing edge. Figure 14b shows the radial azimuthally averaged profiles of total pressure and temperature and the yaw angle in the near plane behind the rotor blades (about 12 mm downstream of their trailing edge). Significant improvement is found on the two finest grids as the footprints of the secondary flow features at the hub (corner vortex) and at the tip (tip-leakage and tip-separation vortices) are predicted at the correct experimental radial position and the variation of total pressure and temperature are better predicted, especially around 40% and 70% of blade height. Note that the M4 case also provides the best match with experiment for all variables in the tip region. As for the wall-pressure distribution, the LES results also significantly improve the radial distribution obtained by the RANS and u-RANS simulations noticeably in the secondary flow regions at the hub and at the tip where the turbulent mixing is intense. Similar good comparison is obtained for the pressure distribution on the rotor blade, and for the radial azimuthally averaged profiles in the far-field. Two sets of simulations have then been performed to address the propagation of both direct and indirect combustion noise through the first HP-turbine stage. A first one without any entropy pulse at the inlet (clean inflow) and a second one with an entropy pulse at the inlet (pulsed case). The latter pulse was first assumed to be a uniform plane wave at a single frequency (1000 Hz and 2000 Hz) as provided by the CONOCHAIN methodology coupling a LES of the combustion chamber with a compact analytical model through the turbines stages [87, 88] . Such a canonical case allowed comparing with the compact theory of Cumpsty and Marble [89] corrected for the entropy wave attenuation through a blade row by the mean flow, as originally proposed by Leyko et al. [90] and revisited by Bauerheim et al. [91] for a stage (CHORUS code). Papadogiannis et al. first concluded that there was more entropy attenuation through the 3-D stage than through the 2-D stage at midspan, and consequently that the indirect noise production was mostly limited to the first HP turbine stage. They also concluded that there were less reflection of acoustic waves (direct combustion noise from the unsteady turbulent flame in the combustion chamber) through the 3-D stage and similar transmission to the next turbine stage. The former result suggested that the actual reflection at the turbine inlet was less prone to instabilities, and the latter suggested that the 2-D approximation of CHORUS through the turbine stages could be satisfactory. More recently a more realistic cylindrical source term mimicking the actual temperature stratification and hot streaks at the exit of the combustion chamber in an actual aero-engine has been injected at the inlet in front of the stator leading edge [92] . The flow topology of both cases with and without entropy volumic spot are shown in Figure 15 for the latter case. Compared to the baseline case in Figure 13 , the same complex flow is observed. Yet, the additional entropy source placed in front of the stator leading edge triggers a significant increase of the gradient of density on the suction side of the stator, and consequently the boundary layer flow with earlier transition, thicker and more unsteady vortex shedding impacting the rotor blades. Several outstanding findings have been made by Becerril et al. [92] , which are summarized by the entropy transmission coefficients shown in Figure 16 . In both plots CHORUS (thick black line) stands for the 2-D stage predictions at midspan as presented by Papadogiannis et al. [88] , and studied in detail by Bauerheim et al. [91] . In Figure 16a , the thick line with open square symbols is a three-dimensional application of the attenuation function defined by Leyko et al. [90] , based on the 3-D streamlines of the simulation mean flow. Considering the actual 3-D mean flow has therefore a significant impact and recovers the direct calculation (solid square symbols) of Papadogiannis et al. [88] . All thin lines (with and without symbols) represent direct calculations using Dynamic Mode Decomposition [93] after several periods T defined by Papadogiannis et al. [88] (the entropy wave frequency of 2000 Hz). Contrarily to the ideal plane wave case, the transmission coefficients only converge after nine to ten periods. Moreover, the realistic entropy plane wave is now conserved through the turbine stage up to 1600 Hz as in the compact theory. This is caused by the entropy modes generated naturally by the flow (heat transfer with the constant temperature walls, wakes, shocks, strong acceleration etc.). The latter can be even stronger than the forcing locally yielding a transmission coefficient larger than 1. The cylindrical forcing (non-planar wave) is also less sensitive to the attenuation of the non-homogeneous flow: in this case the attenuation of the 2000 Hz entropy plane wave is divided by two compared to the more ideal case of Papadogiannis et al. [88] . For the acoustic transmission coefficient shown in Figure 16b , globally higher levels are again found compared to the simpler CHORUS model. This could be caused again by the additional sound mechanisms in the stage: acoustic waves generated by the energy source term (direct noise), by the acceleration of entropy and vorticity waves generated by the wakes, secondary flows and shocks etc. The final application that will complete the broadband aeroacoustic simulation of turbomachinery components in a modern turboengine is the main fan-OGV interaction described in Section 2.3. We will again consider the baseline NASA-SDT configuration described in Section 3.1. Once again, the actual geometry has been rescaled to only have two rotor blades and five stator vanes yielding a 37.2 • sector.
Posson's analytical model in Section 3.1 was used to verify that going from a 22-54 to a 22-55 configuration did not change the broadband noise spectrum significantly.
Only the approach condition (61.7% of maximum rotor speed) has been fully simulated so far for two configurations: on the one hand the rescaled rotor-stator (RS) including the nacelle and a large domain around it as in the wind tunnel experiment [94, 95] ; on the other hand the rotor alone (RO) with one blade passage only and a much shorter domain in the nacelle extending one rotor chord length upstream and one chord length behind the location of the stator in the RS case [96] . For the former configuration, the resulting mesh has 75 million cells and the range of y + is 10-50 on the rotor blades and 20-80 on the stator vanes (that are mostly refined at the leading edge where the wake interaction occurs). Larger y + are found on the hub and nacelle, which actually prevented obtaining physical results with the TTG scheme (flow separation upstream of the rotor). Wall laws are then used on all walls. For the latter configuration, the mesh has been refined around the blade, in the blade passage and in the wake to capture it properly all the way to the position of the stator leading edge. The grid size is 68 million cells and the average y + is now around 10. Solutions with both LW and TTG schemes have been obtained on this case, without noticing major modifications of the flow topology.
The flow topology is first shown in Figure 17 by iso-surfaces of the Q-criterion colored by the Mach number. On the one hand, only the suction sides of the blades show turbulent structures with a clear intensification of turbulence at mid-span on the upper part of the blade. For the finer rotor-alone simulation (Figure 17b ), a clear radial vortex develops along the leading-edge, which breaks down at 75% span and merges with the tip leakage vortex. On the other hand hardly any structures are found on the pressure sides. Moving to a finer grid in the RO simulation (see Figure 6 in [96] ) show some rollers and a transition on-set on the pressure side close to the tip. This is further emphasized by using the high-order TTG scheme. Large structures are also found in the tip region corresponding to the tip-leakage and tip-separation vortices. Pérez Arroyo et al. actually showed some migrations of the vortices from one blade to the other. This impingement might be one of the source of broadband noise at lower frequencies. Moreover, similarly to the CME2 case in Figure 12 , the rotor wake do not yield an immediate transition to turbulence on the stator vanes, which is delayed to mid-chord. Overall predicted performances are then compared with experiment in Table 2 [97]. The mass-flow rate,ṁ, is underpredicted in both RS simulations: −1.12% for the RANS and −2.52% for the LES. It is slightly overpredicted in the RO simulation (+1.05%). The total pressure ratio, p d t /p u t (where p d t and p u t are the averaged total pressure downstream and upstream of the rotor respectively), is slightly overpredicted in all simulations: +0.09% for the RANS-RS; +0.25% for the LES-RS; +1.04% for the LES-RO. Even though the flow conditions are slightly shifted, when rescaled with the averaged mean axial velocity, both the phase-locked average and root-mean-square (rms) velocity components compare favorably with hot-wire measurements at mid-distance between the rotor and the OGV. Figure 18 shows both the mean and rms axial velocities for the two experiments and the hot-wire measurement. In Figure 18a the twisting effect of the mean wake by the swirl is well captured by both RS and RO simulations. The latter slightly under-predicts the wake deficit, but captures its shape nicely without showing a S-shape at 70% as obtained by all RANS simulations (caused by a slight flow separation in the mean flow simulations) [94] . The top 10% of the channel is affected by the tip leakage flow, which is slightly overpredicted in all simulations (RANS and LES). In Figure 18b a good agreement of the LES results with the hot-wire measurements is seen. Noticeably the transition at mid-span, as already reported above in Figure 17 , is nicely captured. Some overprediction of the fluctuations is also found near the tip-gap for the RO simulation, which can be traced to the more intense turbulence structures in the tip in this simulation. The same good agreement is found on the other velocity components and carries over to the stator leading edge in the other measurement plane. Another important result from these maps at these two stations is that the local turbulence is seen to be almost homogeneous and isotropic in the wake close to the stator vanes, which is similar to what Bonneau et al. found in a different turobengine fan-OGV simulation by Zonal Detached Eddy Simulation but with similar large fan-OGV distance [98] . This confirms one of the assumption used in the analytical models in Section 3.1. Note this might be less the case in future UHBR configurations for which the fan-OGV distance will be reduced. The improved resolution with the RO simulation can be seen by looking at wall-pressure spectra or velocity spectra in the wake. Figure 19 shows for instance the PSD of the axial velocity at two positions in the wake (solid and dashed lines respectively). The inertial range shown by the blue dashed line corresponding to a −5/3 slope is obtained in both cases stressing that the turbulence is properly developed in the simulations. The RO results (red lines) only extend the frequency range of the RS results (black lines) as more structures are resolved. Similar conclusions have been drawn on the wall-pressure spectra at different locations on the rotor blade [95, 96] .
Finally some sound predictions have been obtained by using both the FWH (free space) and Goldstein's analogies applied on the stator vanes. The computed wall-pressure fluctuations on the stator vanes are then used as noise sources. Figure 20 compares the predicted SWL using both analogies with the RS results, and the NASA far field measurements [99] . Note that these spectra have been obtained by using the wall-pressure fluctuations on the five blades in the simulations and by multiplying by 11 the number of periodic sectors (the correlated case in [95] ). The periodicity artificially introduces the BPF tone shown in these spectra. The FWH spectra are seen to overpredict the far field measurements (no cut-off of modes) whereas Goldstein's analogy provides a much closer agreement. Note this was already found with the analytical models in Figure 11a . The slight overprediction at lower frequencies seen both upstream and downstream (Figure 20a ,b respectively) might still be caused by too coherent structures in the tip gap yielding a too large tip noise. The same 22-in Source Diagnostic Test fan rig of the NASA Glenn Research Center has also been simulated with the same LB-VLES flow model as in Section 2.3. Even though additional tripping was required on the rotor blades to yield the proper boundary-layer and wake development, no rescaling was needed and the finest simulations showed excellent acoustic predictions for all tested stator configurations at approach [100] . Note however that the same discrepancies on the casing as in the LES are found in all LB simulations: the axial velocity component is underestimated and exhibits a thicker boundary layer along the casing even though the mass-flow rate is predicted within 1%. The flexibility of the method also allowed including the effect of a 1-DOF honeycomb liner. Casalino et al. also tested the effect of leading-edge serrations on the reference OGV [101] . More recent simulations at high transonic speed (cut-back) even show promising results [102] .
Conclusions
In future UHBR turboengines, turbomachinery noise is expected to become the main contributor in all flight conditions at least in the forward arc. Consequently, models and simulation methods must be devised to predict such a main noise source that can be seen as a combination of tonal and broadband noise, with possibly similar weight.
Most physically based analytical models are hybrid methods that couple Goldstein's acoustic analogy in an annular duct with uniform axial flow, with unsteady pressure jumps obtained from the linearized Euler equations on very thin flat plates of finite chord length. The latter can be obtained for different noise mechanisms provided the excitation can be decomposed into harmonic gusts. For high solidity cases, only a 3-D rectilinear cascade has been derived for impinging vortical gusts. A strip theory is also applied to account for the actual blade geometry and the flow non uniformity from hub to tip. The simplified pressure jumps are then derived on each strip, two key features being to obtain 3-D blade responses to 3-D gusts. The corresponding tonal noise model is found to be a fair representation of the mode distribution in a turboengine with proper modal amplitudes. The associated broadband noise model is also found to mimic the correct spectra measured in the NASA-SDT configurations. On-going extensions of such a method is to include swirl and modified boundary conditions to account for liners with a realistic base flow to model the interstage more accurately, and to account for some geometrical features as camber and thickness. Future developments will also include extensions to the mode matching technique that may alleviate some of the inherent limitations of the present hybrid model.
Numerical predictions of tonal noise mostly rely on unsteady RANS computations either in the time domain or in Fourier space. They provide reliable tonal predictions within the experimental uncertainties and can now provide such predictions for even the most complicated 360 • UHBR configurations with asymmetric inlets, full fan and heteregeneous OGVs and the internal stream split with IGVs. Such simulations show how this additional flow distortion may impact the noise sources and modifiy the balance in fan noise. For broadband noise, the simulations must simulate and resolve the turbulent structures up to the relevant maximum frequency, which in a turbofan is beyond 40 kHz. Only a few LES have been achieved so far for all turbomachinery components in an engine. They usually involve some rescaling of the blades and use wall functions because of the high Reynolds number involved. They have already provided valuable information on the transition processes at approach, on the transmision and reflection of combustion noise through a HP turbine stage, and on the broadband noise spectra of the current main noise source: the fan wake-OGV interaction. The LB-VLES method has also emerged as the most versatile and efficient numerical way to get both tonal and broadband noise at a reasonable turn-around cost.
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